Economics and Finance
Introduction
The European Union (EU) was founded as the European Economic Community (EEC) and its original goals
were focused upon making the European economy more open and effective. The Treaty of Rome (1957) set
out four economic freedoms that it wanted to create in Europe: free movement of goods, free movement to
provide services, free movement of capital and free movement of people. This model envisaged one day
transforming the national economies of European states into a single economy. Pursuit of these goals has
produced integration in many areas of the economy including internal and external trade, taxation, currency
and competition. However, the process has often been slow, as member states have disagreed over which
powers should be given to the EU and which they should keep.
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free to trade goods and some services, although others remained controlled by national governments. The
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There have been three stages to EMU: first, countries agreed to keep their exchange rates stable and to
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remove obstacles to the free movement of capital. Secondly, the European Central Bank was created and
conversion rates were established between national currencies and the Euro. Although not one of the official
EMU stages, the Stability and Growth Pact (SGP) was also created in 1997 to promote good economic
management. Finally, in 1999, 11 member states agreed to fix their exchange rates and handed over the
power to set interest rates to the European Central Bank (ECB), thus creating a single currency area. Euro
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they are in power). Eligible voters, about 46m in the UK, receive their polling card once
they register online, or they can vote by post.
Party with most of the votes is invited by the Queen to form a government. If there is no
clear winner, there is a hung Parliament. In this case, a minority or coalition government
can be formed. A minority government does not have an overall majority in Parliament. A
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government. If that does not work out, new elections may be called.
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External Trade
Promoting easier trade between Europe and the rest of the world has been one of the most significant roles of the EU
Commission. The EU has the authority to represent all EU member states in World Trade Organisation (WTO)
negotiations and has a responsibility for promoting free trade. All member states must agree to the same tariff rates
on imports coming into the EU from other parts of the world. This was seen as an important part of creating a single
market. However, the EU has recently been accused of blocking free trade because of protectionist policies that it
imposes, such as the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP).

Tax Policy
Creating a joined-up tax system across the EU is central to the operation of an effective single market. This is needed
to make a level playing field for businesses to operate and to encourage EU citizens to move between member states.
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How does a General Election actually work?

Innovation

The type of liberal democracy we have is a constitutional monarchy, where the powers of
the monarch are limited by the terms and conditions put down in the constitution.

From 2000 to 2010, EU leaders attempted to modernise the European economy through a programme called the
Lisbon Strategy. This tried to make the European economy more competitive by improving research and development
skills and calling for economic reforms to help member states prepare for challenges resulting from new technology. In
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Technical Terms
 Protectionist: restriction of free trade in an attempt to protect domestic producers and markets.
 Tariffs: a type of tax imposed on imports or exports.
 Monetary policy: the policies employed by Governments or Central Banks to control money supply and interest rates to
achieve economic goals.First-Past-The-Post
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 Value-added tax (VAT): an indirect tax on most sales of goods and services.
becomes the local representative. Candidates campaign door-to-door, hold debates and
 Europe 2020 strategy: underpins all EU policy regarding the Single Market. It particularly aims to create jobs and an
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they are in power). Eligible voters, about 46m in the UK, receive their polling card once
they register online, or they can vote by post.

 http://ec.europa.eu/eu2020/index_en.htm
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